
Farmington Board of Education 
Farmington, CT 

Meeting Agenda 
 

___________________________________________________________ 
Monday, October 1, 2012                    7:00 pm                IAR Middle School 
 
 
 
I. Call to Order  
 
II. Pledge of Allegiance 
 
III. Approval of Minutes:  September 18, 2012    VOTE NEEDED 
 
IV. Inviting and Receiving Public Comment and Communications 
 
V. Consideration of Superintendent's Report 

A. Welcome and Comments from IAR Middle School Principal 
B. Initial Discussion: Full Day Kindergarten 
C. College Board Testing Report  
D. Common Core State Standards (Update) 
E. Connecticut’s New Accountability System 
F. Discussion of School Calendar Options 
G. Professional Appointments, Resignations, and Professional Development Activities 
H. School-Based Information 

 
VI. Report of Board Chair 
 
VII. Update of Committee Meeting Dates 
 A. Personnel/Negotiations – Paula O’Brien, Chair 

B. Policy – Betsy Kaplan, Chair 
C. Curriculum – Melanie Meehan, Chair 
D. Communications – Ellen Siuta, Chair 

 
VIII. Report of Committee Liaisons 

A.   CREC Liaison – Mary Grace Reed 
 B. FHS School-to-Career Committee – Bernie Erickson 
 C. FOCUS – Ellen Siuta (Jon Landry, Alt) 
 D. Farmington Public School Foundation – Meredith Trimble (Paula O’Brien, Alt) 
 E Superintendent’s Interscholastic Athletics Advisory Committee – Melanie Meehan 
 F.   Chamber of Commerce – Bill Beckert (Mary Grace Reed, Alt) 
 G. Town and Board Joint Green Initiative – Mary Grace Reed/Bernie Erickson 
 H. Ad-Hoc Cafeteria – Bernie Erickson/Jon Landry 
 
IX. Unfinished Business 
 A. Budget Impact 
 
 
 
 



X. New Business 
  
XI. Consideration of Future Agenda Items 
 
XII. Inviting and Receiving Public Comments and Communications 
 
XIII. *Executive Session 
  
XIV. Adjournment 
 
 
For the Chair of the Board of Education, 
 
 
 
Kathleen C. Greider 
Superintendent of Schools 
 
cc:  Town Clerk – PLEASE POST 



CLASSIFICATION:  Superintendent’s Report     Item:  V-B      10/1/12 
             
              
TITLE:  Initial Discussion:   Full Day Kindergarten 
              
 
 
High quality early childhood education is critical to a child’s social and cognitive 
development and to future success in school.  In Farmington, the school district 
provides a highly effective half day kindergarten experience with an option to 
extend the day through the EXCL program.  Participation in the EXCL program 
involves a fee and provides a full and/or extended day program.    
 
There are an increasing number of districts across the state of Connecticut who 
have adopted a full day kindergarten model.  The catalyst for the increase in school 
districts moving to a full day kindergarten program primarily stems from the 
implementation of the Common Core State Standards.  In turn, the Farmington 
Board of Education and administration will have an initial discussion regarding 
Farmington’s current kindergarten program and the status of full day kindergarten 
options in Farmington’s District Reference Group (DRG).   
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College Board Testing Program Results 

 
2012 College Board Reports 
Advanced Placement Report  

SAT Report 
SAT Subject Test Report 

ACT Report 
 
I. Overview 
 
Each year, students at Farmington High School participate in testing provided by 
the Educational Testing Service.  These examinations, Advanced Placement, SAT 
and Subject Test, provide valuable information about our students’ potential for 
success at the post-secondary level, as well as their actual level of achievement in 
specific areas of study.  The results of these exams are also used in the college 
admissions and placement process. 
 
A. Advanced Placement Tests 
 
The Advanced Placement (AP) program consists of college-level courses and 
examinations for secondary school students in 20 fields.  Farmington offers AP 
courses and exams in English Literature, English Language, French and Spanish 
Languages, U. S. History, US Government/Politics, Calculus AB and BC, Music, 
Art, Macroeconomics, Computer Science, Environmental Science, Statistics, 
Chemistry, Biology, Economics, European History, and Physics B and C.  
This year, 359 Farmington students took 856 AP exams.  More than 66% of the 
2012 graduating class participated in one or more Advanced Placement 
courses prior to graduation.  Participation in these rigorous standards-based 
courses is the basis for Farmington High School’s national ranking in 
Newsweek and its number four standing in Connecticut.  
 
B. SAT Reasoning Test 
 
This test, consisting of critical reading, mathematical reasoning, and writing 
sections, relates to successful performance in college.  It is intended to supplement 
the secondary school record and other information about the student.   
 
 
Note: Information extracted from the College Board SAT preparation booklet. 
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The SAT measures the skills the student has learned inside and outside of the 
classroom and how well he/she can apply that knowledge. It tests how he/she 
thinks, solves problems and communicates. The test is composed of three sections: 
 

• Critical Reading, which has sentence completion and passage-based reading 
questions; 

• Mathematics, which is based on the math that college-bound students 
typically learn during their first three years of high school; 

• Writing, which has multiple-choice questions and a written essay. 
 

C.  SAT Subject Test 
 
These tests sometimes required for admission or placement purposes at 
competitive colleges, measure knowledge of a particular subject and the ability to 
apply that knowledge.  Of the 294 graduating seniors, 32% took at least one SAT 
Subject Test. This year, of the 17 subjects offered, Farmington students tested in 
nine subjects. The tests they took most frequently were Math, Biology, and U.S. 
History.  Average scores in Biology-M and Chemistry were over 700.  Math II and 
Biology E, were above 650.  Physics, U.S. History, Literature and Math I mean 
scores were between 600 and 650. 
 
D. ACT 
 
The ACT is a 3 ¾ hour multiple-choice test in: English, Mathematics, Reading and 
Science, as well as an optional Writing Test. This national test is offered six times 
a year. The scoring scale ranges from 0-36 providing an individual subject score as 
well as a composite score.  
 
II. Department Strategies 
 
Each department has developed strategies that contribute to student success on 
national standardized tests. 
 
English 

• All English teachers provide explicit instructions in a variety of reading 
strategies including questioning, making connections, annotating text, etc. as 
well as in critical thinking and close text analysis to improve reading 
comprehension.   
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• Students in all English classes are required to read, analyze and compare 
different genre of fiction and non-fiction writing. 

• English teachers provide students with opportunities to experience timed-
writing tasks and assessments. 

• English teachers and teams create lessons designed to help students develop 
strategies for learning new vocabulary and applying it to their writing. 

• Revisions to course maps through the Summer Curriculum Institute and 
through the work of collaborative teams are designed to address the 
Common Core State Standards as well as data from common assessments. 

• Teams of teachers of AP English Language and AP English Literature use 
practice examination materials including free-response analysis, argument 
and synthesis prompts and multiple choice tasks. 

• Collaborative teams meet regularly during the school day to continually 
align curriculum to the Common Core State Standards to develop and assess 
common assessments, and to design instruction. 

 
Math 
• Academic demands at all levels of mathematics are high.  All students are 

required to complete a minimum of three years of mathematics and will have 
completed the equivalent of Algebra 2 and Geometry before graduating from 
high school. 

• Efforts to improve CAPT scores in freshman and sophomore classes align with 
the improvement of critical thinking skills early in the high school curriculum. 

• Ongoing curriculum revision and alignment include consideration of high 
stakes tests and, where possible, key instructional pieces are placed just prior to 
testing.  For instance, the major geometry strand in Integrated Math 3 is 
completed in time for the May administration of the SAT. 

• Revision of curriculum includes alignment with the Common Core State 
Standards in Mathematics, with increased focus on critical thinking and 
problem solving.  

 
Science 
• All science classes emphasize the construction, analysis, and interpretation of 

graphs.  Students are also expected to perform interpolation and extrapolation in 
most courses. 

• The separate discipline areas with science (physics, chemistry, and biology) 
have developed and implemented common assessments, performance tasks and 
assured learning experiences designed to improve overall student achievement 
and skill level. 
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• Science teachers began a new emphasis on scientific literacy through the use of 
authentic research articles. 

• The Advanced Placement Physics, Chemistry, and Biology classes are 
scheduled for an additional laboratory period each week to help provide 
additional learning time.  

 
Social Studies 
• All World History I and II, and US History students receive explicit instruction, 

feedback and practice in critical reading and persuasive writing using 
arguments and evidence.    

• All social studies students receive explicit instruction in history thinking skills, 
critical thinking skills, and reasoning with evidence.     

• All AP courses include review sessions beyond the school day. 
 

World Languages 
• From grade 5 through grade 12 world language students build upon previous 

skills established by district-wide standards. 
• All students must attain the graduation standard in the skills of listening, 

speaking, reading, writing, and culture as measured on the Farmington 
Language Standards Test. 

• All students who plan to take French and Spanish Subject Tests can receive 
enrichment sessions to review content and skills in preparation for the test. 

 
 
III. Action Plan to Improve Student Performance 
 
In recent years the faculty has done the following to strengthen student 
performance: 
 
• increased access to tutorial and support services in World Languages, Math, 

Science, and Reading/English; 
• coordinated reading interventions for targeted ninth grade students through 

English/social studies teacher collaborations (initiated in September 2010); 
• expanded learning opportunities for students both in summer school and 

throughout the regular school year through classes and tutorials; 
• offered portfolio classes in math, literacy and science in order to meet FHS 

standards in each of these disciplines; 
• increased the time each school day when teachers are available to assist 

students in math and writing; 
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• required all 10th and 11th grade students to take PSATs during the school day; 
• offered summer SAT prep courses; 
• offered summer institutes in math, writing and world language;  
• revised the Farmington Literacy Performance Assessment to align with the  

SAT; 
• implemented the revised Farmington Language Standards Test; 
• continued work on  reading and writing standards for all of the high school’s 

subject areas. 
 
 
The FHS faculty is committed to encouraging as many students as possible to take 
Advanced Placement and other challenging courses.  The FHS faculty and 
administration believe that even more students are capable of experiencing success 
in these high level courses.  
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COLLEGE BOARD  

TESTING PROGRAM 
 
 
 
 

ADVANCED PLACEMENT TEST 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 
The Advanced Placement (AP) program of the College Board consists of college-
level courses and examinations for secondary school students in 20 fields:    
 
 Art Government and Politics 
 Biology History 
 Calculus  Human Geography    
 Chemistry Italian 
 Computer Science Latin 
 Economics Music 
 English Physics 
 Environmental Science Psychology 
 French Spanish 
 German Statistics 
      
   
Farmington offers Advanced Placement courses and exams in English Language 
and Literature, French and Spanish Languages, Music Theory, Art Portfolio, 
Calculus AB & BC, Environmental Science, Statistics, European History, US 
History, US Government/Politics, Computer Science, Chemistry, Economics-
Macro, Biology, and Physics B and C.  
 
Major Benefits 
 
1. An AP course provides students with a challenging college-level curriculum, 

recognized universally by higher education admission officials as the most 
rigorous course offered by a high school in that subject.  Advanced Placement 
courses are clearly standards-based and reflect the school and school district’s 
commitment to this educational improvement initiative. 

 
2. An AP exam provides students an opportunity to receive advanced placement 

and/or college credit upon entering college.  For some students earning credit 
can mean significantly reduced college costs and the opportunity to start 
college advanced study levels earlier. 
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DESCRIPTION OF AP TEST 
 
 
 

AP examinations, given yearly during the second and third week in May, consist of 
both multiple-choice questions and free-response questions that require problem 
solving, essay writing, and other skills.  Most exams are three hours long. 
 
Every AP exam receives an overall grade on a five-point scale with the following 
explanation: 
 

5  - extremely well qualified 
4  - well qualified 
3  - qualified 
2  - possibly qualified 
1  - no recommendation 

 
Each college determines for itself what minimum grade will be acceptable for either 
college credit and/or advanced placement.  The majority of colleges and 
universities accept grades of 3 and above. 
 
More than 2.3 million students took AP exams nationally.  While the numbers 
varied from subject to subject, the College Board reports that, in a typical year, over 
a third of the candidates receive grades of 4 or higher, a quarter receive 3’s, 
approximately a fifth receive 2’s, and slightly less than a fifth receive 1’s. 
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SUMMARY OF 2011-12 LOCAL RESULTS 
Total Number of Candidates 359 

 
 5 4 3 2 1 Total  % of Grades 3 or 

Higher 
Art: Drawing & Portf 
 

0 0 3 0 0 3  100% 

Studio Art 2 D Design 
 

2 5 9 1 0 17  94% 

U.S. History 
 

21 37 34 21 6 119  77% 

European History 
 

8 16 18 6 8 56  75% 

Eng Lit & Comp 
 

10 10 22 20 1 63  67% 

Eng Lang 
 

24 44 42 10 1 121  91% 

Math Calculus AB 
 

13 17 25 12 13 80  69% 

Math Calculus BC 
 

14 3 4 2 3 26  81% 

Environmental Science 
 

6 4 0 0 0 10  100% 

Biology 
 

30 24 13 16 11 94  71% 

Physics C-Electricity 
 

8 2 0 0 0 10  100% 

Physics C-Mechanical 
 

7 2 1 0 0 10  100% 

Physics B 
 

1 5 10 7 3 26  62% 

Computer Science A 
 

7 5 7 2 0 21  90% 

Chemistry 
 

7 6 8 4 7 32  66% 

French 
 

4 1 1 0 0 6  100% 

Spanish 
 

7 12 8 5 0 42  84% 

Statistics 
 

20 27 20 8 2 77  87% 

Music Theory 
 

7 1 0 0 0 8  100% 

U.S. Gov’t/Politics 
 

6 6 2 1 1 16  88% 

Economics-Macro 
 

7 3 1 5 2 18  61% 

Psychology* 
 

1 0 0 0 0 1  100% 

Total Grades Reported 
      By Score 5-1 

210 234 231 122 59 856   

% of Total 
      By Score 5-1 

25 27 27 14 7 100  79% 

* This test result is not based on an AP class offered at FHS. The student prepared independently.

 
COMPARATIVE TEST RESULTS 
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YEAR JUNIOR 

CLASS 
ENROLL-
MENT 

SENIOR 
CLASS 
ENROLL- 
MENT 

SUM 
TOTAL 

NUMBER OF 
STUDENTS 
TAKING AP 
EXAMS 

AP EXAMS FHS % 
SCORING 3 
OR BETTER 

NATIONAL % 
SCORING 3 OR 
BETTER 

2012 

 

319 294 613 359 856 79% NA until 

2/2013 

2011 

 

290 329 619 386 875 77% 60% 

2010 

 

326 339 665 402 922 75% 60% 

2009 

 

344 343 687 400 870 72% 60% 

2008 

 

344 334 678 407 891 77% 60% 

2007 

 

337 314 651 387 928 76% 60% 

2006 

 

312 326 638 360 759 73% 59% 

2005 

 

326 336 662 351 757 77% 60% 

2004 

 

341 280 621 340 726 75% 61% 

2003 

 

292 261 553 278 616 74% NA 

2002 

 

261 284 545 275 582 77% 63% 
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COLLEGE BOARD  
TESTING PROGRAM 

 
 
 
 

SAT REASONING TEST 
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DESCRIPTION OF SAT TEST 
 
 
The Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT) is a 3¾ hour multiple-choice, writing, and 
free response test that measures developed critical reading, mathematical 
reasoning, and writing abilities that are related to successful performance in 
college.  It is intended to supplement the secondary school record and other 
information about the student in assessing readiness for college level work.  
 
The new writing section includes both multiple-choice questions and a direct 
writing measure in the form of an essay. The multiple-choice section has questions 
on improving sentences, identifying sentence errors, and improving paragraphs. 
The focus is four characteristics of effective writing: consistency, logical 
expression of ideas, clarity, precision, and conventions. The essay provides an 
opportunity to show how to develop and express ideas effectively. Students need to 
develop a point of view and support it using reasoning and examples from past 
reading, studies, experience, or observations. They must also follow conventions of 
standard written English. The subscore for the essay is determined on a 0-12 scale 
and is incorporated into the overall score for the writing section, which is reported 
on the same 200 – 800 scale as the critical reading and math.  
 
There are seven national test dates.  On three of these dates, the SAT and/or SAT 
Subject Test will be given at Farmington High School.  The tests are administered 
by Farmington faculty. 
   
In the admissions process, the SAT Report, a copy of the student's high school 
transcript, the completed college application form, letters of recommendation, and 
evaluations of the personal essay and interview constitute the typical admissions 
file - the basis for the decision whether or not to admit the student to a college.  
Although the high school record may play the stronger role in this decision, SAT 
scores are considered useful because they provide a common yardstick of 
academic potential that is independent of the student's particular curriculum, high 
school or region. 
 
This year, 2012-1213, the SAT fee is $50.00.   Fee waivers are available for 
students who would be prohibited from taking the test due to cost. 
 
In order to further support all students in the college planning process, Farmington 
High School offers PSATs for all sophomores and juniors during the school day 
(October 17).  This improvement initiative will provide all with an important 
preparation and practice activity that will assist them in improving their 
achievement on the SAT.   
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SUMMARY OF LOCAL RESULTS  
 
 

FHS  
CLASS OF 2012 

 
 
 
 

Critical Reading  Math Writing 
 539 559 550 
      
 
 
   Number Taking:  273 
 
   Percentage Taking 93% 
   
 
 
 
 
 
Farmington High School received a summary of SAT scores for 2011-12 through 
the June 2012 test administration.  The College Board provided averages for two 
hundred seventy-three (273) students who took the SAT at least one time.  They 
reported Farmington's average critical reading score was 539, the average math 
score was 559 and the average writing score was 550.   
 
These results should always be received within the context of the percentage of the 
graduating class taking the test and continuing their education.  The class of 2012 
had 98% of its graduates continuing their education. 
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COMPARISON OF FARMINGTON SAT SCORES  
TO STATE, AND NATIONAL SAT SCORES 

  
 
         
         
      % of    
   Critical   H.S. Students  
   Reading  Math Writing Taking the SAT  
  
 
 

Farmington  539 559 550 93% 
     
     
     
     
Connecticut 506 512 510 N/A 
     
     
     
     
Nation 496 514 488 NA 

 
            
 
 
When compared with other students, Farmington students scored significantly 
above the Connecticut and national averages in critical reading, math, and writing.  
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TEN-YEAR COMPARISON  
OF NATIONAL, STATE, AND FARMINGTON SCORES 

 
 
 
 
 
YEAR CRITICAL READING MATH WRITING 

 Nation CT Farm Nation CT Farm Nation CT Farm 

2012 496 506 539 514 512 559 488 510 550 

2011 497 509 548 514 513 551 489 513 558 

2010 501 509 539 516 514 558 492 513 546 

2009 501 509 550 515 513 566 493 512 554 

2008 502 509 549 515 513 561 494 513 560 

2007 502 510 553 515 512 548 494 511 545 

2006 503 512 552 518 516 554 497 511 541 

2005 508 517 559 520 517 561    

2004 508 515 547 518 515 556    

2003 512 512 548 519 514 555    

2002 504 509 530 516 509 532    

Low 
High 
Scores 

497/ 
512 

509/ 
517 

530/ 
559 

514/ 
520 

509/ 
517 

532/ 
566 

489/ 
494 

511/ 
513 

541/ 
560 
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TEN-YEAR REVIEW OF FHS PARTICIPATION RATE 
 
 
 

Year Number of Students 
Taking SAT 

 

Participation 
Rate 

 
2012 272 93% 

2011 310 96% 

2010 323 95% 

2009 316 92% 

2008 303 92% 

2007 306 95% 

2006 284 92% 

2005 330 92% 

2004 256 92% 

2003 246 96% 

2002 280 96% 
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SAT Percentiles 

Five-Year Review 
 
 
 
Critical 
Reading 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

      

600 or 

Above 

34% 31% 30% 32% 25% 

      

Below 

400 

8% 5% 7% 4% 5% 

 
 
 

Math 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

      
600 or  

Above 

39% 43% 37% 36% 36% 

      

Below 

400 

8% 6% 8% 7% 3% 
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Using Aggregate Scores* 

 
Educators, the media, and other should: 

 Use aggregate scores in conjunction with other factors such as the number of courses 
taken in academic subjects, scores on other standardized tests, pupil/teacher ratios, 
teacher credentials, expenditures per student, participation rates, retention/attrition rates, 
graduation rates, and other outcomes measured for: 

 
 Evaluation of the general direction in which education in a particular jurisdiction is headed; 
 Curriculum development; 
 Faculty staffing; 
 Student recruitment; 
 Planning for physical facilities; 
 Student services such as guidance and placement; and 
 Monitoring teacher development and curricular effectiveness over time. 

 
 Not rank or rate teachers, educational institutions, districts, or states solely on aggregate 

scores derived from tests that are intended primarily as a measure of individual students. 
 

A Note on the Use of Aggregate SAT Data 
 
As measures of developed verbal and mathematical abilities important for success in college, SAT scores 
are useful in making decisions about individual students and assessing their academic preparation.  
Because of the increasing public interest in educational accountability, aggregate test data continue to be 
widely publicized and analyzed.  Aggregate scores can be considered one indicator of educational quality 
when used in conjunction with a careful examination of other conditions that affect the educational 
enterprise. 
 
However, it is important to note that many College Board tests are taken only by particular groups of self-
selected students. Therefore, aggregate results of their performance on these tests usually do not reflect 
the educational attainment of all students in a school, district, or state. 
 
Useful comparisons of students’ performance are possible only if all students take the same test.  Average 
SAT scores are not appropriate for state comparisons because the percentage of SAT takers varies widely 
among states.  In some states, a very small percentage of the college-bound seniors take the SAT.  
Typically, these students have strong academic backgrounds and are applicants to the nation’s most 
selective colleges and scholarship programs.  Therefore, it is expected that the SAT critical reading and 
mathematics averages reported for these states will be higher than the national average.  In states where a 
greater proportion of students with a wide range of academic backgrounds take the SAT, and where most 
colleges in the state require the test for admission, the scores are closer to the national average. 
 
In looking at average SAT scores, the user must understand the context in which the particular test scores 
were earned.  Other factors variously related to performance on the SAT include academic courses 
studied in high school, family background, and education of parents.  These factors and others of a less 
tangible nature could very well have a significant influence on average scores. 
 
 
*From Guidelines on the Uses of College Board Test Scores and Related Data.  Copyright 2002 by College Board. All rights 
reserved.  
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COLLEGE BOARD  
TESTING PROGRAM 

 
 
 

SAT SUBJECT TESTS 
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DESCRIPTION OF SAT SUBJECT TESTS 
 
 
 
    
The SAT Subject Tests, which some colleges require for admission or placement 

purposes, are one-hour, multiple-choice tests in specific subjects.  Unlike the  

SAT, which measures more general abilities, SAT Subject Tests measure 

knowledge of a particular subject and ability to apply that knowledge.  Nationally, 

16% of students who take the SAT also take one or more SAT Subject Tests 

compared to 19% statewide and 32% locally.   

 
    The 17 Subject Tests offered are: 
      
     Literature 
     US History  
     World History 
     Mathematics, Level 1 
     Mathematics, Level II  
     Chinese* 
     French* 
     German* 
     Italian 
     Modern Hebrew 
     Japanese* 
     Korean* 
     Latin 
     Spanish* 
     Biology E/M 
     Chemistry 

    Physics 
 
     *with listening 
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LITERATURE 
Skills Covered 

• Interpret theses and meanings of a text 
• Understand both denotations and connotations of words in context 
• Recognize the structure of a text, including genre, development and organization 
• Respond to a writer's use of language, including diction, imagery and figurative 

language, and to its effects on the reader 
• Analyze aspects of narration, including narrative voice, tone and point of view 
• Analyze poetry in terms of speaker, audience, occasion and purpose 
• Understand characterization in narrative and dramatic selections 

 
 
WORLD HISTORY 
Skills Covered 

• Show knowledge of facts and terms 
• Understand cause-and-effect relationships 
• Use knowledge of events and geography to demonstrate understanding of major 

historical developments 
• Understand concepts essential to historical analysis 
• Interpret artistic materials and assess quotations from published materials 
 

UNITED STATES HISTORY  
Skills Covered 

• Understand terms, concepts and generalizations 
• Recall basic information 
• Understand significant aspects of U.S. History 
• Analyze and interpret materials  
• Relate ideas to given data 
• Evaluate data for a given purpose 

 
MATHEMATICS LEVEL I 
Mathematics Level I has 50 multiple-choice questions. This test has questions on 
the following topics: 
 algebra geometry 
 basic trigonometry algebraic functions 
 elementary statistics   miscellaneous topics  
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MATHEMATICS LEVEL II 
Mathematics Level II has 50 multiple-choice questions, some of which require the 
use of a scientific calculator.  The test has questions on the following topics: 
 algebra geometry 
 trigonometry functions 
 statistics miscellaneous topics 
 
 
BIOLOGY 
Skills Covered in Both Biology- E and Biology - M  

• Knowing fundamental concepts; remembering specific facts; demonstrating 
straightforward knowledge of information and familiarity with terminology 
(about 30% of test) 

• Understanding concepts and reformulating information into other equivalent forms; 
applying knowledge to unfamiliar and/or practical situations; solving problems 
using mathematical relationships (about 35% of test) 

• Interpreting, inferring and deducing from qualitative and quantitative data and 
integrating information to form conclusions; recognizing unstated assumptions 
(about 35% of test) 

 
CHEMISTRY 
Skills Covered 

• Recalling knowledge: remembering fundamental concepts and specific 
information; demonstrating familiarity with terminology (about 20% of test) 

• Applying knowledge of a single principle to unfamiliar and/or practical situations 
to obtain a qualitative result or solve a quantitative problem (about 45% of test) 

• Synthesizing knowledge; inferring and deducing from qualitative and/or 
quantitative data; integrating two or more relationships to draw conclusions or 
solve problems (about 35% of test) 

 
PHYSICS 
Skills Covered 

• Recalling and understanding of the major concepts of physics and the application 
of these physical principles to solve specific problems 
o Recall: generally involves remembering and understanding concepts or 

information (about 20-33% of test) 
• Understanding simple algebraic, trigonometric and graphical relationships and the 

concepts of ratio and proportion and the application of these to physics 
problems 

• Application of laboratory skills  
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WORLD LANGUAGE 
Skills Covered 
Questions cover topics emphasized in most high school courses. Reading questions 
implicitly test vocabulary throughout the test but some questions specifically test 
word meaning in the context of a sentence that reflects spoken or written language. 
Understanding of various parts of speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc.) 
and idiomatic expressions is tested. The reading section also asks:  

 
• Vocabulary and Structure Questions: these questions ask the student to identify 

usage that is both structurally correct and contextually appropriate. Other 
reading questions test vocabulary and grammatical usage in longer paragraphs. 

• Reading Questions: These questions are based on selections from prose fiction, 
historical works, newspaper and magazine articles, as well as advertisements, 
flyers, and letters. They test points such as main and supporting ideas, themes, 
style, tone and the spatial and temporal settings of a passage. 

• Listening Comprehension (applies to tests with listening): These questions test the 
ability to understand the spoken language. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Note: Information extracted from the College Board SAT Subject Test preparation booklet. 
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Five-Year Review 
SAT Subject Test Mean Scores 

Number of Students Participating 
 

 
 
 

 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
US History 

# of Students 

636 

84 

636 

61 

638 

55 

622 

53 

643 

52 

Literature 

# of Students 

601 

18 

595 

23 

629 

19 

597 

24 

628 

19 

Math I   

# of Students 

653 

64 

648 

55 

640 

44 

647 

40 

640 

36 

Math II  

# of Students 

702 

22 

692 

17 

704 

39 

712 

29 

689 

35 

Biology-E  

# of Students 

610 

12 

650 

14 

677 

22 

646 

7 

682 

12 

Biology-M  

# of Students 

663 

57 

694 

37 

682 

39 

679 

34 

701 

32 

Chemistry 

# of Students 

663 

26 

677 

19 

688 

25 

656 

18 

727 

13 

Spanish 

# of Students 

562 

12 

625 

6 

676 

7 

609 

11 

593 

7 

Physics 

# of Students 

656 

22 

639 

7 

643 

12 

NA* 

2 

612 

13 

 
 
 
* Scores not released by students



    

 
 
 
 

AMERICAN COLLEGE TESTING 
 
 
 
 

ACT REPORT 
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Description of the ACT 
 
The ACT is a 3 ¾ hour multiple-choice test in: English, Mathematics, Reading and 
Science, as well as an optional Writing Test. This national test is offered six times 
a year. The scoring scale ranges from 0-36 providing an individual subject score as 
well as a composite score.  
 
The English section measures standard written English and rhetorical skills. Six 
elements of effective writing are included in the English Test: punctuation, 
grammar and usage, sentence structure, strategy, organization, and style.  The 
questions covering punctuation, grammar, and sentence structure make up the 
Usage/Mechanics subscore. The questions covering strategy, organization, and 
style make up the Rhetorical Skills subscore.  
 
The Mathematics section measures mathematical skills students have typically 
acquired in courses taken up to the beginning of grade 12. In the Mathematics Test, 
three subscores are based on six content areas: pre-algebra, elementary algebra, 
intermediate algebra, coordinate geometry, plane geometry, and trigonometry.  
 
The Reading section measures reading comprehension based on four types of 
reading selections: social studies, natural sciences, prose fiction, and humanities.  
The Social Studies/Sciences subscore is based on the questions on the social 
studies and natural sciences passages, and the Arts/Literature subscore is based on 
the questions on the prose fiction and humanities passages. 
 
The Science section measures the interpretation, analysis, evaluation, reasoning, 
and problem-solving skills required in the natural sciences. The content of the 
Science Test includes biology, chemistry, physics, and the earth/space sciences (for 
example, geology, astronomy, and meteorology). Advanced knowledge in these 
subjects is not required, but background knowledge acquired in general 
introductory science courses is needed to answer some of the questions. The test 
emphasizes scientific reasoning skills over recall of scientific content, skill in 
mathematics, or reading ability. 
 
The Optional Writing Test measures writing skills emphasized in high school 
English classes and in entry-level college composition courses. The test consists of 
one writing prompt that will define an issue and describe two points of view on 
that issue.  The student is asked to respond to a question about a position on the 
issue described in the writing prompt. In doing so, the student may adopt one or the 
other of the perspectives described in the prompt, or may present a different point 
of view on the issue. The score will not be affected by the point of view taken on 
the issue. 
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Five Year Trends – Average ACT Scores 
 
 

Total Tested English Mathematics Reading Science Composite 

Grad 
Year 

FHS State FHS State FHS State FHS State FHS State FHS State 

2008 54 8,159 23.6 23.2 24.1 23.3 24.1 23.6 23.6 22.3 24.0 23.3 

2009 104 9,240 24.1 23.6 24.8 23.5 24.7 24.0 23.8 22.6 24.4 23.5 

2010 89 10,453 24.4 23.8 25.0 23.5 24.4 23.9 24.3 22.9 24.6 23.7 

2011 106 10,809 24.8 24.0 24.5 23.9 24.5 24.1 24.4 23.1 24.7 23.9 

2012 82 11,192 24.3 23.9 24.4 23.8 24.1 23.9 23.7 23.2 24.3 23.8 

 
 
 
While students will pursue a variety of paths after high school, all students should 
be prepared for college and work. Through collaborative research with 
postsecondary institutions nationwide, ACT has established the following as 
college readiness benchmark scores for designated college courses: 
 

 English Composition: 18 on ACT English Test 

 Algebra: 22 on ACT Mathematics Test 

 Social Science: 21 on ACT Reading Test 

 Biology: 24 on ACT Science Test  

 
The Farmington student average in each subject exceeded all of these benchmark 
content areas including the composite score.  Approximately 1/3 of the Senior class 
(82 students) took the ACT sometime during high school.   
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TITLE:  Addendum:  Common Core State Standards (CCSS) 
              
 
Connecticut adopted the CCSS in 2010.  These standards are aligned to 
international benchmarks and they are intended to establish national standards, 
which will establish common expectations for students and prepare them with 
career and college readiness skills.  They are also intended to correct the problems 
that arose with state standards, which were allowed to vary within the structure of 
the No Child Left Behind legislation. 
 
Connecticut participates in the Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium.  Work 
has begun on the development of assessment program design features.  Some 
examples of potential test item types have been released, but in such small 
numbers as to provide districts with little guidance as to the actual performance 
levels of the assessment program.  The new assessment program will be 
implemented in the 2014-2015 school year and the new tests will replace the 
Connecticut Mastery Tests and the Connecticut Academic Performance Tests.  
These tests are being designed to be administered on computer, which would 
permit rapid scoring and other features.  There has been some recent recognition 
that districts may not have the technology required, therefore a paper option will 
likely be available in the initial year.  The Consortium has not yet decided on the 
system specifications for computing systems. 
 
Locally, the Math and Language Arts vertical teams are studying the CCSS and 
developing recommendations for local standards and curricular revisions and for 
professional development.  In mathematics, there are significant differences 
between our current standards and the CCSS as well as with our teaching 
resources.  Michelle Peterson, Elementary Math Specialist, has begun to rewrite 
elementary curriculum and to work with kindergarten teachers to align instruction 
to the new expectations.   Kindergarten students will be the first class of third 
grade students tested under the new assessment program.  In language arts, there 
appears to be a closer alignment between local and the national standards, however 
the work of analyzing them in detail continues. 
 
Mr. Michael Galluzzo, Assistant Superintendent, will be in attendance at the Board 
meeting to answer questions. 
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Last school year, the Connecticut State Department of Education (CSDE) 
submitted a No Child Left Behind (NCLB) waiver to the U.S. Department of 
Education.  As a result of the approval of the NCLB waiver, Connecticut will no 
longer utilize the Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) calculation to determine school 
and district progress toward NCLB student achievement targets.  Instead, an 
updated progress monitoring system has been established by the CSDE that reflects 
a new approach to calculating school and district achievement growth and 
progress.   
 
The new accountability system will take the place of AYP.  The 2012 CMT and 
CAPT results reflect a baseline year for the new system.  Features of the new 
progress monitoring system include: 

• Measurement 
• Classification  
• Intervention 
• Recognition   

 
This new system provides a fuller picture of performance across levels.  
Connecticut will now have the same bar as Farmington, looking at performance at 
the “goal” level: 

• Math, reading, writing, and science will now count toward school and 
district accountability.   

• Graduation rates will also be measured (4 year and extended) to determine 
school progress.   

• The new system counts progress across levels (below basic, basic, proficient, 
and goal) with a focus on growth over time.    

• Subgroups will now be established when a specific subgroup reaches 20 
students.   In turn, more subgroups will be measured when determining 
performance and school classifications.   

 
Schools and districts will be assessed using a School Performance Index (SPI) and 
a District Performance Index (DPI): 
 



• Index between 0 and 100 
• Counts performance in all tested grade levels 
• Captures performance across performance bands 
• Includes all tested subjects: reading, writing, math, and science 
• Incorporates all tested students, including students who take the MAS 

and the Skills Checklist 
• Provides subject-specific indices and overall index 
• Calculated for “all students” group and subgroups 

 
School will be classified using four classifications:   

• Excelling:  Met all state targets 
• Progressing:  Meeting annual targets 
• Transition:  Not meeting annual targets 
• Review/Turn Around* 
*Need the most support: eligible for Commissioner’s Network; otherwise, 
district-led interventions and redesign 

 
Here is a summary of the components, measures and targets:  
 
Component Measures State Target 
Student and Subgroup 
Achievement 

School Performance 
Index 

88 

Achievement Gaps School Performance 
Index Gaps 

Less than 10 

Graduation Rate 4 year graduation rate  
Extended graduation rate 

94% 
 
96% 

 
Superintendent Greider and Assistant Superintendent Wynne will provide an 
overview of Connecticut’s new Accountability System and respond to Board of 
Education questions at the October 1 meeting.   
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The Farmington Board of Education Policy (#6111) guides the development of the 
annual school calendar.  Last school year, the Board of Education initiated a 
comprehensive review of Policy 6111 through the Board Policy Committee.  The 
comprehensive review of Policy 6111 was initiated to:  
  

• Support the school district’s mission, five year goals and Vision of the 
Graduate; 

• Create less disruptions to instructional time due to multiple days off during 
the school year;  

• Allow for increased instructional time prior to standardized assessments; and 
• Review the annual end date of the school year with the understanding that 

make-up days for inclement weather extend the school year.   
 
The Superintendent and Board Policy Committee will review the calendar options 
under consideration at the October 1 Board of Education meeting.    
 
Whenever there is a proposed policy change, the Board of Education reviews the 
policy change during two separate Board meetings prior to final approval.  The 
review of Policy 6111 is scheduled to occur at the October 15 and October 29 
Board of Education meetings with an initial discussion at the October 1 meeting.   
 
The Farmington Public Schools is a district committed to excellence and 
continuous improvement.  The comprehensive review of Policy 6111 is an 
example of how Farmington continually analyzes procedures, policies and 
practices to ensure the district is focused upon continuous and systematic 
improvement.   
 
Policy 6111 is attached for discussion purposes.   
  



6111 
 
 
 
Instruction 
 
School Calendar 
 
 
The Board shall determine annually the dates on which the schools shall be open, in accordance 
with law.  The School year shall consist of not less than 180 days.  Provision shall be made on the 
school calendar for holidays and other non-session days.  Extra days shall be included in the 
calendar to permit emergency closings in case of inclement weather or other emergencies which 
would make attendance impossible or detrimental to the students’ health.  Insofar as possible, the 
calendar shall coincide with those of the communities in the Greater Hartford area. 
 
The required 180 days must be completed by June 30th. 
 
The Farmington High School graduation date may be modified, if necessary, after April first in any 
school year by the Board establishing a firm graduation date which, at the time of such 
establishment, provides for at least 180 days of school. 
 
(cf. 6146 - Graduation Requirements) 
 
Legal Reference: Connecticut General Statutes 
 
   1-4 Days designated as legal holidays 
 
   10-15 Towns to maintain schools 
 
   10-29a Certain days to be proclaimed by governor.  Distribution and number 

of proclamations 
 
   10-261 Definitions 
 
   PA 95-182 An Act Concerning Reduction of Education Mandates 
 
   PA 96-108 An Act Concerning Student Use of Telecommunication Devices 

and the Establishment of Graduation Dates 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Policy adopted: January 25, 2010 FARMINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
 Farmington, Connecticut 
 
 



6111(a) 
 
Instruction 
 
School Calendar 
 
The Superintendent shall publish a school calendar each year using the guidelines below: 
 
1. If Labor Day falls on September 4, 5, 6 or 7, school will begin the Monday prior to Labor 

Day.  If Labor Day falls on September 1, 2 or 3, school will begin on the Tuesday 
following Labor Day. 

2. There shall be a full week of February vacation beginning with President’s Day. 

3. The December recess shall include December 24 through January 1. If January 2 falls on 
a Friday, it will be a vacation day.  

4.   The first day of January shall be a legal holiday, EXCEPT that whenever any of such 
days (holidays) which are not designated to occur on Monday, occurs upon a Sunday, the 
Monday next following such day shall be a legal holiday.  If a holiday in January or 
December occurs on a school day, there shall be no session of the public schools on such 
day. 

5.  A spring recess will be scheduled during the third week in April. 

6. Emergency days (days schools are not open) shall be added as follows: 

 a.  At the end of the school year in June, but shall not exceed five emergency 
days to be added to the school year in June.  

b. If the additional emergency days are required beyond the five described above, 
the Superintendent will recommend to the Board additional school dates which 
may include the April vacation dates. 

7. The school calendar shall show the beginning and tentative ending dates of school, legal 
and local holidays, meeting days, number of teaching days, vacation periods and other 
pertinent dates.  

8. The final day before the Thanksgiving recess shall be a shortened day. 

9. The Superintendent shall publish a school calendar in December of each year for the 
succeeding year. That calendar also shall specify the school starting date, vacation weeks 
and tentative closing date for the year following the year of the published calendar. 

10.  The Board of Education may declare a holiday in the schools under its jurisdiction when 
good reason exists. 

11. In cases of emergency, the Superintendent can close a school or schools.  



6111(b) 
 
Instruction (continued) 
 
School Calendar (continued) 
 
 

12. In cases of emergency, the Board can change the adopted calendar upon recommendation 
of the Superintendent. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Regulation approved: January 24, 2011 FARMINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
  Farmington, Connecticut 
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TITLE:  Professional Appointments, Resignations and Professional 

Development Activities 
              
 
 
Professional Appointments 
None 
 
 
 
 
Resignations 
None 
 
 
 
 
Leaves of Absence 
None 
 
 
 
 
Retirements 
None  
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CLASSIFICATION:  School-Based Information Item:  V-H      10/1/12   
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
TITLE:    Buddies at NWS 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Over 25 Noah Wallace students greeted their "buddies" - students new to our 
school - at our annual Ice Cream Social on August 31 under the direction of our 
PTO members and event chair, Andrea Sobinski.  Along with their families, our 
"buddies" will be friends and guides to our new students helping them to adjust to 
school and introducing them to new friends. The families will get to know one 
another, attend school events together and arrange play dates. All of the NWS 
Buddies received good service certificates at our Welcome Back assembly on 
September 7th. They are wonderful examples of our sharing and caring Noah 
Wallace community. 
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________________________________________________________________ 
 
TITLE:    All-National Honors Ensembles – Washington D.C. 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Outstanding student musicians from throughout the country performed with 
renowned conductors in the 2012 National Association of Music Educators All-
National Honor Ensembles. The FHS Concert Band, Orchestra, Mixed Choir, and 
Jazz Band performed at The John F. Kennedy Center for Performing Arts in 
Washington D.C. on Sunday, June 24, 2012.  
 
The student musicians are selected from a national pool of All-State contenders.  
The All-National Ensembles are a mixture of the top musicians from across the 
country with representation from every state.  They spend a week rehearsing for 
their concert at the Kennedy Center.  This year, Farmington High School not only 
had the highest number in the state place in the All-Nationals Ensembles, our 
school had half of all of the musicians selected in the State of Connecticut.  
Farmington High School All-National Musicians: 
 

Concert Band - Eric Burt and John Mastroianni 
Orchestra -Minori Hashimoto, Yena Kang, Gunnar Moll and Trent Ransom 
Chorus - Elizabeth Hammond, Karley Kawiecki, Zeenat Hussain, Sonia 
 Limaye, Lisa Petricca, Benjamin Spar and Chanwon Yoon  
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__________________________________________________________________ 
 
TITLE:   Constitution Day Celebrated at West Woods 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
West Woods students celebrated Constitution Day in style, with a day long 
program designed to engage students in a participating manner in learning about 
our three branches of government. 
 
The day began with a video produced by Farmington High School students 
explaining how older students viewed the rights guaranteed by the Constitution, 
followed by a live broadcast featuring sixth graders Maggie Tharpe and Brett 
Zarmsky, who provided an overview of the day and introduced “The Birth of the 
Constitution” video. Teachers then reviewed the three branches of government 
using the web-site “Ben’s Guide to the U.S. Government” and discussed the 
concept of checks and balances.  
 
Having acquired a deeper understanding of the roles and responsibilities of each 
branch, students were introduced to their task for the day. With fifth graders acting 
as the House of Representatives and sixth graders the Senate, students took on the 
role of legislators and worked in their classrooms to draft and propose bills to solve 
a real-life problem at West Woods—the bus experience. Their goal was to create a 
bill that would improve the climate and atmosphere on the bus. 
 
After each homeroom agreed on a bill with three laws, one representative was 
chosen to attend a sub-committee of their house of Congress where that rep shared 
his/her class’s ideas. Both the House and Senate sub-committees met separately 
and managed to compromise, after some lively debates, on a final bill. Two 
Senators and two Representatives were elected to come together to compromise on 
one final bill containing three proposed laws for the buses. 
 
The final bill was then voted on by every West Woods student, with a majority of 
both Houses necessary to advance the bill to President Bowman’s desk. Students 
then viewed a video on the role of the executive branch and presidential powers.  
 
Sixth graders Brett Zarmsky and Maggie Tharpe narrated the live events that were 
taking place, keeping the audience well-informed each step of the way, as the 
responsibility shifted from the legislative to the executive and judicial branches. 
 
Having been passed by an overwhelming majority, the compromise bill was 
presented to President Bowman by the joint House and Senate subcommittee. 
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West Woods Bus Laws 
 

1. All students should stay seated while the bus is moving. 
 
2. All students and drivers should be respectful of each other and make positive, 
safe decisions. 
 
3. All students have the freedom to choose where they would like to sit. 
 
After deliberating its merits, the President signed the bill into law, declining to 
exercise her veto power. At that moment, Evan Wolkner, a sixth grader, burst in, 
imploring President Bowman not to sign the bill, as he believed it to be 
unconstitutional. Realizing it was too late and that the bill had become law, Evan 
took his case to the West Woods Supreme Court, where nine justices (teachers and 
staff members) awaited his argument. 
 
The Supreme Court, led by Chief Justice Kubas, compared the new laws to the 
West Woods handbook (our Constitution) and after deliberating its merits, upheld 
its constitutionality.  
 
The live broadcast ended with Brett and Maggie congratulating all their peers 
watching live in their classrooms on their legislative accomplishments, while also 
reminding them that in a democracy laws are enforced, and students will be 
expected to follow the laws that they all had a hand in developing. Students were 
encouraged to talk to their families that night about the United States Constitution 
and what it means to them, which they did to rave reviews! 
 
 
 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
TITLE:    Pinwheels for Peace 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
On September 21, 2012 the artists at Noah Wallace celebrated National Peace Day 
by participating in the “Pinwheels for Peace” program.   Every student created a 
pinwheel in class with Ms. Magnee that represented a specific style of art.  After 
reading books about peace coupled with class discussion, each pinwheel was 
adorned with a special hope for peace written specifically by each child.   All the 
pinwheels were arranged in a way to spread the idea of peace.  This installation 
showed students that artists can use their work to send a message to others.  Fourth 
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graders shared short essays describing how the children at Noah Wallace can help 
promote peace within the school, community, and at home.  This community art 
project brought the children of Noah Wallace together while symbolically 
connecting them with children all over the nation that also created pinwheels to 
promote peace.  
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